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SUPPLEMENTAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
DOORS WITH ISOLATION MOUNTS

1. Cut isolation strips to match length of wall/filler angles.
2. For face of wall mount doors and grilles -
        Peel off adhesive liner and attach strips to wall side of wall angles at the heel and toe as shown. If mounting to a
        narrow jamb shift the heel side strip closer to the wall bolt so both strips are fully on the mounting surface.
    For between jamb mount doors and grilles -
        Peel off adhesive liner and attach strips to wall side of filler angles at the heel and toe as shown.
3. Locate wall/filler angles per installation instructions. Set wall/filler angles 1/4" minimum off floor.
4. For masonry jambs -
        Secure wall/filler angles to wall using appropriate wedge/sleeve anchors. Tighten anchors, then remove nut and
        install an isolation washer against the wall/filler angle and a steel fender washer* on top of the isolation washer
        as shown, re-tighten anchor with a ratchet or box/open end wrench.
    For steel or wood jambs -
        Secure wall/filler angles to wall using appropriate fasteners with an isolation washer against the wall/filler angle
        and a steel fender washer* on top of the isolation washer as shown. Tighten fasteners with a ratchet or box/open
        end wrench.
*With 1/2" fasteners, a 1/2" steel flat washer that fully covers the isolation washer can be used and the 3/8" steel fender 
washer can be omitted.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
· Do not tighten fasteners with an impact wrench or other power tools - Use a ratchet or box/open end wrench
· Do not overtighten fasteners - Compress but do not crush isolation strips or washers.
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